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Nirvana - I Hate Myself and I Wanna Die
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Inicio:

"Runny nose and runny yolk?....

Depois do primeiro verso entra o refrão:

"In the someday what's that sound??....

Segundo verso:

"Broken heart and broken bones?....

Refrão novamente:

"In the someday what's that sound??...

Agora é o solo, ao fundo vc pode ouvir o Kurt recitando
algumas
frases ,aqui estão elas:

"words are broken lives
most people don't realize that two pieces of coral
painted brown and attached to the skull by common wood screws
can make a child look like a deer"

Depois do solo vem mais uma vez o refrão:

Refrão novamente:

"In the someday what's that sound??...

Mais um verso, depois novamente o refrao:

Agora é o ultimo acorde da musica, e acaba:

         I Hate Myself and I Wanna Die
                   (K.Cobain)

Runny nose and runny yolk
Even if you have a cold still
You can cough on me again
I still havent had my fulfill

In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?

Broken heart and broken bones
Think of how a castrated horsefeels
One more quirky cliche'd phrase
You're the one I wanna refill

In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?

most people don't realize
that two large pieces of coral,
painted brown, and attached tohis skull
with common wood screws can makea child look like a deer

In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?

Runny nose and runny yolk
Even if you have a cold still
You can cough on me again
I still havent had my fulfill

In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?
In the someday what's that sound?

Acordes


